New Acquisitions for February 2023

**K564 .C6 A54 2021**
Title/Creator: Algorithmic regulation and personalized law: a handbook / edited by Christoph Busch, Alberto De Franceschi.
Subject: Data protection -- Law and legislation
Subject: Big data

**KE3722 .M3 M34 2022**
Title/Creator: Cannabis law: the legislative framework / edited by Bruce MacFarlane, Robert Frater, Croft Michaelson.
Publisher: Toronto, ON : Thomson Reuters Canada, 2022.
Subject: Canada Cannabis Act
Subject: Cannabis -- Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: Cannabis -- Law and legislation
Subject: Canada

**KE5759 .F54 2022**
Title/Creator: CFE tax: a guide to understanding the basics of Canadian income taxation / Jason Fleming.
Publisher: Toronto, Ontario : Thomson Reuters Canada, 2022.
Subject: Canada Income Tax Act
Subject: Income tax -- Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: Income tax -- Law and legislation
Subject: Canada -- Study guides
KE4345 .L42 2022
Title/Creator: Citizenship law in Canada: acquisition and loss of citizenship and citizens' rights and obligations / Yves Le Bouthillier.
Publisher: Toronto, Ontario: Thomson Reuters, 2022.
Subject: Citizenship -- Canada

KF9236.5 .C64 2020X
Title/Creator: Corporate crime and punishment: the crisis of underenforcement / John Coffee.
Subject: Criminal liability of juristic persons -- United States
Subject: Corporate governance -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Criminal provisions

KE2107 .B5 F67 2022
Title/Creator: Every cyclist's guide to Canadian law / Christopher Waters.
Publisher: Toronto, Ontario: Irwin Law, 2022.
Subject: Cycling -- Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: Cyclists -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Canada
KE5787 .I61 2022Y
Title/Creator: Introduction to international tax in Canada / edited by Jean-Pierre Vidal.
Publisher: Toronto, Ontario : Thomson Reuters, 2022.
Subject: Investments, Foreign -- Taxation -- Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: Corporations, Foreign -- Taxation -- Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: Investments, Canadian -- Taxation
Subject: Income tax -- Canada -- Foreign income

KE779 .T36 2019Y
Title/Creator: The law of bailment / Robert Tanha.
Publisher: Toronto, ON : Irwin Law, 2019.
Subject: Bailments -- Canada -- Textbooks

KE1389 .C67 2022Y
Title/Creator: Corporate law and sustainability from the next generation of lawyers / edited by Carol Liao.
Publisher: Montreal ; Chicago : McGill-Queen's University Press, 2022.
Subject: Corporation law -- Canada
Subject: Sustainable development -- Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: Social responsibility of business -- Law and legislation -- Canada
Title/Creator: Great debates in tort law / Jonathan Morgan.
Subject: Torts -- England
Subject: Torts -- Wales
Series: Great debates in law

Title/Creator: Jurisdictional exceptionalisms : Islamic law, international law and parental child abduction / Anver Emon.
Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subject: Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction (1980 October 25)
Subject: Conflict of laws -- Custody of children
Subject: Parental kidnapping -- Law and legislation
Subject: Conflict of laws -- Custody of children -- Islamic countries
Subject: Custody of children (Islamic law)
Subject: Parental kidnapping -- Law and legislation -- Islamic countries
Series: Law in context
Series: The law in context series

Title/Creator: Justifying strict liability : a comparative analysis in legal reasoning / Marco Cappelletti.
Edition: First edition
Subject: Strict liability
Subject: Torts
Title/Creator: Law's rule: the nature, value, and viability of the rule of law / Gerald Postema.
Subject: Rule of law -- Philosophy
Subject: Law (Philosophical concept)

Title/Creator: Navigating the free trade-fair trade fault-lines / Michael Trebilcock.
Subject: Free trade
Subject: Free trade -- Social aspects
Subject: Competition, Unfair
Subject: Foreign trade regulation

Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2022.
Subject: Commercial law
Subject: Commercial law -- Social aspects
Series: Law in context
K564 .C6 R4645 2021X
Title/Creator: Research handbook on big data law / edited by Roland Vogl.
Publisher: Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton, Massachusetts, USA : Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, 2021.
Subject: Data protection -- Law and legislation
Subject: Big data
Subject: Privacy, Right of
Subject: Data mining
Series: Research handbooks in information law

K346 .R47 2021X
Title/Creator: Research handbook on law and emotion / edited by Susan Bandes, Jody Madeira, Kathryn Temple, Emily White.
Publisher: Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton, Massachusetts, USA : Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, 2021.
Subject: Law -- Psychological aspects
Subject: Law -- Philosophy
Subject: Emotions
Series: Research handbooks in legal theory

JC574 .R68 2022X
Title/Creator: Routledge handbook of illiberalism / edited by András Sajó, Renáta Uitz, Stephen Holmes.
Subject: Liberalism
Subject: Democracy
Series: Routledge handbooks